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Objectives

Outputs

Achievements during the past Year.
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•

•

•
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More community members through Kwaacha Afrika
program intervention have been able to know their
rights and hence exercise the same in social audit, and
score cards.
Through the forums more young people were
empowered on matters of leadership and taking key
developmental responsibilities
The use of social media platforms mainly twitter has
put issues in the limelight and that the county
government has reacted on the same.
Citizens were given the chance to review the
Mombasa county bill and also had the time to draw up
memorandum on the CFSP and give their inputs both
in Kisauni and Nyali Sub-counties respectively.
Through project intervention the number of youths
who have acquired life skills, business and career
skills increased and most of them got employment
opportunities..
Citizens were able to know the budget and how to
follow up on the implementation to the ground, and
more importantly how the reset of the citizens will
participate to ensure checks and balances of the
community projects.
Through networking the organization has been able to
contribute to a number of policy documents such as
Public Participation Bill.
Kwacha has been able to engage the youth groups it
had mentored previously to work with in most of the
activities both in Kilifi County and Mombasa County

•

Expected (as
stated in the
annual work
plans of the
partners.)
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Actual (reality as
noted after
implementation.)

respectively.
Through the capacity on conducting community score
card ,Kwacha Afrika engaged the Junda Community
in a Junda water score card.

Describe in what way the intervention has supported the
attainment of the objectives and outputs of the Project
Document.

Governance
Department
Objective.
To build leadership
capacity and skills
of youth in order
for them to
advocate for their
on all issues that
concern them.
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43,554
individuals
24557m/1
9866 f}
have
benefited ,e
quipped
with
informatio
n on issues
of lobbying
and
advocacy,
civic
education,
budgeting
in county
governmen
t of Kilifi
and
Mombasa
and as well
as youth
engagemen
t on
matters of
developme
nt.

51,372
individuals
{28,518m/2285
4f} were
expected to gain
knowledge and
skills through
focus group
discussion, and
forums,
community
outreach and
seminars.

5820
Individuals{2613m/
3207f} acquired
skills and knowledge
through focus group
discussion,
community
outreaches and
forums.

As stipulated in the constitution 2010, it’s a right of every citizen
to information and involvement in all matters pertaining
development and democracy. It’s in line with this requirement that
the governance department, under the umbrella of kwacha Afrika,
has taken the initiative of diffusing civic education to the
community and other issues concerning societal developments,
through different programme areas.
Despite development efforts by diverse actors and the difficulties
faced by the Kenyan citizens’ society, most especially in
Mombasa County, the organization has been working with this
community where little development is incurred, to execute its
departmental objectives and programmes using the following
strategies to ensure efficiency in the dissemination of relevant
information as mentioned below:✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Community Outreaches
Meetings
Trainings and capacity building
Exchange visits.
Forums

The essence of using the above mentioned strategies is to display
the contents to the citizens therefore giving a chance the
participants to also see the actual sense of what is going on in
reality. These and much more are depicted in the following
documentation which unfolds the happenings that took place
during the year 2017.
Four major projects were implemented under the governance
departments running through 2016 to 2017 and there after
several objectives and goals have been met. These
projects/sub programmes included :

1. Rooting Democracy through Informed Citizenry
phase II: This programmed area of the department had
much to be undertaken, through partnership with other
stakeholders with the organization. For instance, the
Rooting Democracy through Informed Citizenry phase
II project is spearheaded by URAIA trust in partnership
with the organization for implementation. This has been
through community outreaches and civic education
programme where training of different people to execute
the programme to sensitize the community on issues of
good governance, devolution, constitution and the role of
the citizens in participation in voting is embraced. In 2017
A total of 62 community activities have been conducted
with an inclusion of a score card activity.
2. Youth lobbying and activism program: was another
area in which the department has been able to work
closely by supporting youths and mentoring them on
the issues of pushing for social inclusion and justice.
Some of the activities to support the youth lobbying and
activism included.
Citizen participation forums
The forums gave the citizens to exercise their constitutional right
hence participate in the developments of the county. For instance
free expressions of thoughts concerning the budget draft of the
2016-2017 financial year shed some light concerning how heir tax
is being utilized and their contributions towards nation building.
In addition, the open forums. This was geared to give the citizens
a chance to know what the county government has on store for
them. Among the areas where these forums were conducted
included kisauni, likoni, mikindani and jomvu.
Community Outreach/Mass awareness activities.
A total of twenty four outreaches were carried out within three
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sub-counties namely Kisauni, Likoni and Jomvu sub-counties of
Mombasa county. Participants from religious leaders, women,
youth, people with disability and the larger community availed
themselves. Varieties of topics were addressed within the three
thematic areas i.e. constitution, devolution and citizen
participation as well as voter rights and education.
Resulting from the mass civic education/outreaches and voter
education activities, a total of 39,176 citizens (21,967males,
17,209females, 488PWDs comprising of 253males and
235females) were reached. In executing this work, different
approaches have been applied ranging from using Participatory
Education Theatre (PET) during community outreaches, forums,
meetings, and voter verification and registration activities for
effective achievements of the target indicators.
Sustained Civic Education:
Resulting from the sustained civic education sessions, the citizens
trained have increased knowledge on public participation and the
roles of their leaders thus can now question their own MCA’s
responsibility in the county government and engage with local
administration. For example, in Shanzu ward from the series of
sustained civic education session the youth were able to form a
group called “Shanzu Youth Network”. The network creates a
platform for youth to discuss development issues which then
paved ways for them to be able to schedule a meeting with their
ward administrator (Mr. Patrick Mwadime) and their two assistant
chiefs (Mr. Victor Charo and Mr. Fondo) within the ward.
Resulting from the meeting the youth were then made aware of a
development committee that the ward administrator had selected
dealing with development issues and further made follow –ups to
know who they were. Through the follow-up engagements with
the duty bearers, the ward administrator shared the names and the
contacts of the ward development committee members who
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represent him at the village level.
-Through the sessions sustained civic education sessions
conducted by our civic educators in the community, the IEBC
were impressed with their module of conducting civic education
thus offered employment opportunities to 3 of the trained civic
educators for the voter educator positions. This in turn has
improved their skills on training on voter education within the
community using the revised IEBC voter education manuals.
-The sustained civic education sessions have also increased the
demand from trained participants to have aspirant’s debates or
vetting forums carried out in their areas. This is as a result of their
increased understanding on voter education especially on political
leadership and the role and mandates of IEBC as the electoral
governing body. These vetting forums have not happened yet
because of the slow process to have implementing partners trained
on the vetting procedures before implementing the activities.
-Through the sustained civic education sessions, the projects has
also created a caliber of youth and women especially in Shanzu
through “Shanzu Youth Group” and “Jomvu youth revolution” in
Jomvu sub-county who can articulate issues citizen participation
and monitoring of county projects in accordance to the
constitution of Kenya 2010 because of sustained civic education.
Actions taken by the group in Shanzu are the planning and
engagement meeting for development in their ward with their
ward administrator. Jomvu Youth network have also been in the
frontline in advocating for pressing issues in their ward like
organizing and mobilizing community members to hold a
demonstration on water in order to catch the attention of duty
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bearers to avail the commodity in Jomvu ward.
Score card.
One social accountability cell on “Junda water project” was
formed within Junda ward in Kisauni sub-county. The social
accountability committee members were trained on score card and
were able to reach a total of 709 participants from all the project
activities ranging from a planning meeting for all stakeholders
involved, dissemination of questionnaires in the community, focus
group discussions, conducting the score card to the service
provider, field visits and interface meeting. One result of the
project is that there was increased knowledge on water issues by
the citizens of Junda ward and the service providers involved. The
process also provided a learning opportunity to understand the
water chlorination process through the field visit thus understand
clearly the role of different stakeholders involved. The interface
meeting provided a platform for negotiations among service
providers and consumers thus lobbying for the better provision of
the service from the service providers. The service providers also
advocated for support in organizing public barazas within the
ward in order to educate the community on issues affecting
distribution and supply of the commodity so that they can better
help inform policy in regards to budget allocations of water within
the department of Water, Environment and Natural resources.
-As a result of the score card water project in Junda, there have
been opportunities that have presented themselves. In March the
committee together with other civil society organization was able
to participate in a peaceful walk during the International World
Water day giving an opportunity to present an MOU to the chief
officer of the department of Water, Environment and Natural
Resources. The MOU stipulated the issues that residents of
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Mombasa county needed to be addressed in regard to low budget
allocations (1%) toward provision of the service and water
rationing.
-Another action plan that was developed was creating community
forums to familiarize both the duty bearers and the community
members on the Water Act in order to increase their understanding
on the water laws and the penalties put in place.
Structured Forums
Through the structured forums for the marginalized groups, the
communities especially the youth have been able to come out
strongly in terms of negotiating with the local administration in
terms of development projects for the youth. One of the youth
projects that had been submitted as a proposal to benefit from the
ward development funds was the improvement of a football
ground in Bofu Ward in Likoni.
-The activities have enabled the marginalized groups within the
three sub-counties to improve and better their understanding of the
laws, their civic role as well as the importance of their
participation in development and security matters. This has been
evident during and after the forums where communities can start
developing proposals for projects within their wards and do
follow-ups with the relevant public offices. One example is that of
the youth who attended the community structured forum in Likoni
together with members of Ukiwa arts group have been able to visit
the office of the MCA in Likoni to request for assistance in
funding of their youth groups.
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-Through civic education and mentorship of youth, women and
PWDs in Shanzu ward, the community has been empowered to
participate actively in governance processes. Community
members having clearly understood their role in governance
process and exercising their political rights demanded for a
platform to engage with their political aspirants within their ward.
This in turn prompted the community to consolidate their efforts
to develop a memorandum that articulated the issues they needed
their newly elected representative in the county assembly to
address within their ward and which will help them in holding
their leaders accountable for their actions that they would submit
to them during the structured forum. This in turn improved their
knowledge in developing community agreements and skills in
active political advocacy while demanding for accountability
through engaging with political leaders.
-The structured forums in both Likoni and Shanzu ward have been
able to reach 182 community members (23males, 48females,
56male youth, 55female youth, 18PWDs) and 16 aspirants
(14MCAs and 2 Women representatives)
Meetings on Advocacy.
Resulting from the knowledge gained through voter education
initiatives, citizens of Mombasa county actively exercised their
democratic rights and actively participated in the elections process
in order to realize changes within the county assembly from the
county speaker to the Members of County assembly. Although all
county assembly members were sworn in, the assembly started
their sittings very late due to late induction processes. The county
assembly website has also not yet been improved thus important
information like notices for development of the new CIDP was not
shared as expected. The county executive members were also
sworn into office later than expected therefore making it a
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challenge to engage in follow-ups on the execution and
implementation of county acts and policies but consistent reliance
on the ward administrators’ office has been a second option
because they are representatives of the executive to the
community.
-Members of the Coast Activista Youth Network successfully
planned to meet with the newly elected members of the county
assembly and the ward administrators in September to discuss
various issues that concern the youth in the county. The network
which hosts at least 60 sub-county head representatives who lead
different youth groups within the county, wanted to discuss issues
pertaining to access to information, unemployment among youth
in the county and mainly, the status of the county policies that
were formed within the last assembly while creating an
opportunity for follow-up on the county youth policy that was
being developed. Although the meeting did not happen due to
interference of political campaigns the network members sought
to create a work plan of activities that will seek to create solid
working relationships with the county assembly and executive
members in order to push for the youth agendas within the county
as well as lobby for youth engagement and leadership. Among the
planned activities were engagement meetings with the new elected
and nominated MCA’s and the ward administrators because they
represent the offices of the county executives. Another action was
to conduct community dialogue forums at ward levels for the
community members to give their priorities for consideration
within the new County Integrated Development Plan which its
implementation will be monitored annually from the Annual
Development Plan. The network was able to take this action after
they learnt about citizen participation tools, public finance within
the constitution as well as the budget cycle during sustained civic
education sessions.
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-Improved relationships between the local administration and the
community during the structured forums, public barazas and civic
education sessions has resulted to sharing of contacts which has
facilitated sharing of vital information on development matters
hence reduction of idleness and violent extreme practices among
the youth in Mombasa county.
-The county government of Mombasa during the month of
December has made efforts in sharing information on the public
forums meant to collect citizens’ inputs on the formation of the
new CIDP 2018-2022. The notices although were done through
gazette notices and the ward administrators also sending notices
through emails to civil society organizations and WhatsApp
groups in order to mobilize majority of the citizens within the
County. The forums have now been devolved to be conducted at
the ward levels in the different sub-counties of Mombasa.
SICOPET
Conflict, CVE and land issues have been of great concern in
Malindi and Magarini sub counties with youth taking the lead in
perpetuating most of the vices being experienced by the
community members. This has increased the temperatures and
boiling points creating a tense environment for the residents.
Kwacha Afrika from the support of USAID through Act change
transform has been educating youth and the larger community on
issues of conflict mitigation, land and CVE using participatory
education Theatre (PET). Different activities have been carried in
the year ending to 2017 out ranging from community outreaches,
community police cafes and the youth development café’s and
Dhomes.
Community Outreach/Mass awareness activities.
These were open air events conducted both at Malindi and
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Magarini with a purpose of engaging the youth and the larger
community on issues of CVE. A total of eleven outreaches were
undertaken In the project year 2017 reaching a total of 1,367
people (750 males and 617 females). In attendance were various
youth leaders, local administration, peace committees and
Assistant county commissioners who actively participated during
the discussions by sharing vital information on issues of CVE and
how youth and the larger community can cooperate with security
personnel’s to combat VE in the society.
•
•

•

Though these activities, the project has seen decrease in
killings of elders with the rumors of witchcraft in areas of
Magarini which was experienced quite often
There has been also increase in level of awareness among
the youth and women on issues of CVE making youth to
take active role in CVE matters during forums to educate
their fellow youth to join positive groups in the
community. This has been evident during forums and
outreaches for instance at Malindi farmers
Through the use of theatre to counter Violent Extremism,
more youth have been educated and attracted to the
strategy. This has made them to join community theatre
groups such as exodus in Malindi so as not only to become
theatre experts but also to become a role model in the
society and shape more youth positively

Police cafe’.
These are community structured forums designed to mobilize and
engage youth and the security personells to discuss issues of CVE
by enhancing their relationship for better sharing of information.
Throughout the year, 5 peace cafés were conducted. Participants
right from youth, women, peace committees, chiefs, village elders
and security personells were brought on board to discuss into
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details CVE matters and security as a whole. Through these
activities 267 people were reached {218 males and 49 females}
resulting to the following outcomes:
➢ Information sharing has been enhanced between the
security personells and youth through the project due to
the better working relationship. This change has been
evident in Marekebuni, Marafa and Lango baya where
community member are vising police stations to share
information compared to previously. This change has been
seen in Marafa through the office of the chiefs and the area
police station.
➢ The engagement of the youth and security personells has
created closer interaction and socialization among them.
This closeness has been evident in Marafa and Lango baya
where security people and the youth play football together.
From the discussion with some of the youth and security
personnel, this has brought linkages where several youth
of Marafa have been linked with football teams and other
family of seven children returned to school for studies
➢ There has been enhanced relationship between the youth
and local administration which has facilitated easy sharing
of information among them. Moreover, youth have
developed tendency of visiting chief’s office to discuss
security and development matters. This has been evidence
from some of the chiefs and inspector of police who were
engaged during the quarter.
➢ Stakeholders have bought in the program especially the
peace cafés and hence using them as platforms to engage
their community on matters of CVE and security. Case in
hand has been in Magarini and Malindi where stakeholders
share their work plans and engage Kwacha in
implementation
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Youth Development Clinics
These are indoor activities aimed at bringing on board youth and
development practitioners and various fund managers from the
Government both National and County to deliberate on issues of
youth participation in development matters and how in
particularly youth can benefit from the opportunities within both
Governments for instance Uwezo, youth and other funds meant
for youth.
As per the implementation progress, two clinics were done at
Malindi sub-county at Gongoni youth centre. The clinics
managed to reach 100 participants males 64 and females 36 with
much discussion revolving around youth participation in
development matters, the opportunities around Government
National and county as well as the application procedures for
various funds that youth can benefit. Some of the results
consolidated during the implementation period include the
following;
➢ Through the project, youth both in Malindi and Magarini
have been liked with National and county Government
officers such as ward administrators who have been very
critical on youth engagement and involvement on County
issues. This linkage has also led to sharing of opportunities
such as jobs where youth can apply. Some of the youth
benefited from this linkage are from Magarini who have
applied for some opportunities and now waiting for
feedback
➢ Through the program, youth have acquired application
procedures of different funds within the Government both
National and county such as youth and Uwezo fund.
Through this knowledge, some of the youth are in the
process of doing follow ups to apply for the funds. Such
groups include Exodus in Malindi and other sports groups
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in Magarini and Malindi
Dhome sector dialogue forum.
These were community structured forums designed to educate and
engage the youth and the general public on issues of civic, voter
education and conflict for peaceful co-existence. During the year,
a total of two forums were conducted on 13th July 2017 and 17th
August 2017 at Sosoni in Magarini Sub County and HGM in
Malindi Sub County. The activities brought on board participants
from different background ranging from youth particularly boda
boda drivers, peace committees, local administration officers,
village elders and women totalling to 100 participants (80males
and 20females). Through these activities:
➢ Through the civic and voter education, knowledge of
participants was increased resulting to peaceful election in
various areas of Malindi and Magarini such as Sosoni and
Malindi town where conflicts were anticipated to occur
due to the high political heat.
➢ The project has seen enhanced relationship between the
youth and various stakeholders resulting to better sharing
of information. This was evidence through the discussion
with the stakeholders including security personnel’s.
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Najihusisha Youth Initiative.
This is an ongoing community project seeking to promote youth
participation in decision-making processes in Mombasa. The
project targets three sub-counties in Mombasa namely: Kisauni
sub-county, Jomvu sub-county and Likoni Sub-county respective
with key activities in this project seeking to empower the youth
through talents uplifts with necessary knowledge and information
on upholding democracy and Youth participation in leadership.
The project will see the rise in youth demanding and playing a
role in the running of their county as well as holding duties
barriers to account on rights issues as well as service delivery. The
project will also improve and enhance youth spirit, responsibility
and programs ownership among the youth in their communities.
Funded by Forum Syd, the project is executed using different
strategies including community outreaches, youth forums and
extravaganzas, community outreaches and sensitization and also
hosting of forums in the respective sub counties.
Community Awareness Activities
These were open air community awareness outreach activities
carried out in the year ending 2017. Seventeen, community
outreaches were executed in different wards of Sub Counties
of Jomvu, Mvita, Kisauni ,Likoni and Nyali . Theatrical
performances including choral verses and skits and dances
were the strategies used to reach out to the community
members. Kwacha Afrika theatre were the key actors in
implementing the community outreaches in the respective sub
counties basing the information on good governance and how
the citizens can actively participate in the county development
processes. Youth participation was also an issue considered in
the implementation urging the young people and community
members to actively participate in county development
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agenda since the new county government is in place after the
general election. Brought into light also during the outreaches
was the issue of peace and security given the fact Kenya is
preparing for the presidential re-run of election and a lot of
indicators are already in the limelight such as demonstrations,
and pressure groups used by politicians which are becoming a
threat to the public space in conserving peace. To curb this
and ensure peaceful co-existence among the communities,
awareness creation was key and engaging the community
particularly youth not only to vote wisely and maintain peace
but become agents of change and peace ambassadors during
the re-run of the coming presidential election. It is in this line
that a total number of 3,011{Male 1840 and Female 2,040,
Pwd’s 9} were reached resulting the following achievements.
➢ Knowledge of the participants was increased on issues
of good governance and citizen participation through
the activities were held. This not only enabled the
community to know their roles and responsibilities but
also the importance of participating in county
development agenda and processes early enough.
Moreover, the knowledge helped the participants to
share their frustrations and case in hand was in
Tononoka ward –Mvita Sub-County and Bangladesh
ward in Jomvu Sub-County “Ni vyema jamii kujihusisha
katika maendeleo ya kijammi kuliko kungoja wana
siasa.Views of kost of the participants.
➢ A new partnership with the IEBC was created through
the community outreaches particularly on the
component of civic education. This resulted to easy
sharing of information and responding to the critical
questions raised by participants during the whole
process. Also Information on the electoral offences was
also disseminated by the officials thereby educating the
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participants about their roles in the upcoming elections
and the results of any offence committed.
Youth development cafe’.
These were structured youth forums that brought on board
different stakeholder targeting the duty bearers particularly
the ward administrator’s, MCA’s ,youth officers, chiefs, village
elders and the right holders with the aim of promoting
accountable, inclusive and democratic processes at the county
level targeting Mombasa county executive and the Members of
County assembly. During the year nine youth cafes were
conducted
in
different
wards
of
Kisauni,Likoni,Changamwe,and
Mvita
sub-counties
respectively, with a total number of 1,182{Male 642 and
Female 565, PWDs 5} participants reached with vital
information on development issues. The engagement focused
mostly on matters of peace building and security and youth
democratic participation in leadership and hence the
following outcomes:➢ Through a meaningful discussion with the village elder
and the area chief, participants were able to share their
challenges and identify the issues at hand to be
addressed and taken care of immediately. These
included creating a platform for immediate follow-ups
on social amenities needed for the youth of Maweni, i.e.
playground and community hall. Also the chiefs and
ward administrators more emphasies was put for
young people to visit chiefs baraza and discuss matters
part hot spots areas used by the pressure groups
normally known as Maskani which are used to cause
violence. Also through the follow ups done by Kwacha
Afrika, youth took the initiatives to visit the Maskani
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areas and educate their fellow youth on the importance
of peace keeping
➢ With the upcoming CIPD development within the
county of Mombasa, the young people of both
Timbwani ward and Shanzu ward respectively had a
fast hand information form their ward administrators
and also got vital information on the way they will get
involved in pushing for matters of youth interests
within the CIDP in their wards.6
➢ Through the cafes, a strong partnership and
networking with different peace actors and
stakeholders was formed for instance Uwiano
Organization. This resulted to organization of Mombasa
peace dialogue forum which mobilized participants
within the county to discuss peace issues and more
importantly the role of youth in the coming general
election.
➢ Through the cafes, strategies to ensure that there is a
peaceful election were stipulated by the security
agencies i.e. sharing information with local
administration such as chiefs so as to ensure peace is
maintained during the election. Also the cafes
enhanced the relationships between the youth and the
local administration which have resulted in sharing of
numbers to facilitate easy flow of information.

Youth empowerment on skills development. Kuza Project
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Imarisha Vijana
Objective.
Imarisha Vijana will
aim to offer career
guidance, training,
mentoring and other
referral services for
the wellbeing of the
youths in Kisauni
Sub-county.

1,080indivi
duals
652m/428f
} have
benefited
have
benefited
in
Trainings
and college
recruitmen
t in
Mombasa
County.

960 individuals
{m433/527f}
were expected
to gain
knowledge and
skills through
focus group
discussion, and
forums.

Most of the families that reside in Kisauni sub-county actually
belong to a low social class and are mainly working in industries
as casuals earning barely enough to keep up with their family
basic needs. Typical Kisauni youth will hardly go beyond primary
education and it is worse for the girl child. The culture in many
cases confines women to house hold chores leaving very little
space for academic advancement. This challenge has built a solid
foundation for large scale unemployment in Mombasa County and
the Imarisha Vijana project seeks to address these concerns. The
project will therefore pursue increased employment opportunities
for marginalised youth in Kisauni sub-county and in Mombasa at
large.
The Imarisha Vijana project is designed as a comprehensive
package of services, which if collectively offered to the youth –
will increase their youth employment opportunities. The centre
has been providing a comprehensive package of services which
included: career guidance, mentoring, referral services and
training. There has been the use of wide networks in the
community to raise awareness and attract marginalised youth to
the Imarisha Vijana centre. Also during the year its been enrolling
youths into the centre in ensuring that they get quality service at
all times. So far eighteen Business skills training, five career
training, six computer skills trainings, respectively that have been
conducted during the year, also technical trainings to higher
technical institutions for youth to gain certified skills. By the end
of the project period on 2nd April 2017 1,080 {652 Males,428
females} youths were reached with diverse business skills, Life
skills and Career skills training as well as internships.

ActionAid.
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Youth talent extravaganza festival
During the year 2017, Kwacha Afrika through the support of
ActionAid organized a youth concert dubbed Amani Kwanza
youth festival which was conducted in Kisauni sub-county, at
Kadongo Grounds. The aim of the concert was to create
awareness on matters of peace building and security among
the youths in Kisauni and its environs. The concert had several
artists perform with key themes being promotion of peace and
youth participation in local development agendas.
The presence and inputs from peace actors such as local
administration, peace committees, mabalozi wa nyumba kumi
and village elders, was clear indication that leaders are taking
the lead in community issues and also enhancing the
relationship between them in order to achieve a common goal.
Also the Knowledge of participants increased on issues of
conflict mitigation and general peace building which has
assisted the citizens to know their civic roles and
responsibilities in peace building and security matters. A the
concert reached 255 people (120 females and 135 males).
The project activities has strengthened the stakeholders
network on peace and security which has resulted in sharing
vital information among the stakeholders hence easy
detection of insecurity incidents
The project through the festival, has formed a calibre of youth
who can respond to peace issues through the use of arts such
as themed songs, choral verses and skits.
The project also saw 150 pupils being trained on Theater
skills ,the pupils targeted came from Mwakirunge primary,
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Maunguja and Marimamani primary respectively. The sessions
have instilled stage management skills to the pupils which is a
key skill in theatre. The project through the theatre sessions
have also enhanced the leadership and theatre skills of the
pupils; this has been clearly demonstrated during the time
when Kwacha team was not around where pupils mobilized
themselves and do rehearsals on what they have been taught.
Also the school kids can narrate their stories and act on their
own. The sessions have built the capacity of the pupils and as a
result, the pupils are now able to present the items.
Twitter conference was one of the activities undertaken under
the project, with aim of brining to forth the pertinent issues
affecting them within mwakirunge . Through the conference ,
the youth were able to tweet various leaders including the
Mombasa County Governor, land commission and other
individuals particularly on land issues.
50 youth were brought on board to tweet round issues of
dumpsite and how Mwakirunge community can be engaged on
these issues including land matters. The forum has enhanced
the interaction between the duty bearers and the youth on
social media campaign. This has been evidence through the
various twitter forums done.
Some of youth from other networks were able to respond, retweet and follow up, to the issues during discussions making
the session objective.

Theatre department uses theatre as a tool to sensitize the
community on different issues affecting them (community).
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Theatre
Department.
Objective.
To Support youth to
develop their
talents in order to
create awareness in
the community on
social issues and
improve their
economic status.

44,051
Individuals
25435m/2
0101f}
have
benefited
in getting
efficient
informatio
n through
edutainme
nt in the
community.

52,365
individuals
{27,961m/2440
4f} were
expected to gain
information
through theatre
engagement.

2118 individuals
{1281m/837f}
acquired skills and
knowledge through
theatre
performances.

The troupe performs dramatized items like choral verses,
plays and skits, narratives and songs to convey messages to
the community. The group’s strength lies in its ability to
promote community-led solutions to youth problems using
the medium of participatory educational theatre (PET). The
theater crew/thespians have been educating community on
issues land, constitution, environment conservation, health
issues among others, averting violent extremism among
youths .This year Kwacha Afrika has been able to metor more
youth groups into creating vibrant youths in addressing
matters of concern as implied in the programs and projects
implemented respectively. Some of the youth groups Kwacha
Afrika has been working with include, Exodus Theater group,
Ukiwa Arts, Kaliwood among others. These activities were
conducted mostly in Mombasa County and Kilifi County
respectively. The items presented during these activities
included choral verses, narrations and a short skirt.
The several verses and skits have been developed to cater for
different project. These (verses) are used to educate on
women empowerment, youth against violent extremism, good
governance, leadership and upholding democracy.
The narrations in verse and skits quoted chapters from the
Kenyan constitution that gives community to follow up on
governance and county development. These were narrated
since most community members do not read the constitution
hence do not know their rights. Also the emergence of radical
groups and attitude among youths were taken into
consideration when it comes countering violence extremism
and several skits, plays and choral verses engaged the youths
on those issues, both in Kilifi and Mombasa county in general.
The Kwacha thespians in during the project year has been able
to engage community members with verses ,skits and plays
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targeted to create awareness on the project objectives as
intended, the little theater enacting different themes and
showcasing immense talent and also to promote economic
empowerment. The theater model was well received this year
with the Kwacha Thespians participating in joint activities
with partners organization has raised incredible bar on the
performance and skills of the thespians, some of the activities
include Freeze Mombasa for peace initiative organized by the
Mombasa CSO port platform, Uwiano, Amani Kwanza Youth
Festival among others.
With several engagements done by the intervention of theater
in different aspects a total of 43,554{ 25,174 Male,19866
Female} as well as 497 PWD’s {261 male, 235 female} were
reached respectively.
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Challenges for
past the one year.
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➢ Inadequate resources has made the project to have few
activities which at times do not meet the expectations
of the community in terms of information and
thoroughly follow ups .
➢
Inadequate support from teachers in some schools
which resulted to some of the schools not attended.
➢
Leaders take too long to respond to the issues being
discussed which make challenge for effective
communication.
➢
Late disbursement of funds has really created a
major challenge in program implementation to the
grassroots which may compromise harvesting of results
for the project. To curb this, discussions are on with Act
to rework on the reimbursement system.
➢ High expectation from stakeholders, community
members and other partners from the project in
terms of support for their community activities has
and is increasingly causing a challenges due to
inadequate resources to meet stakeholders and
community needs.

ACTIVITIES PHOTO GALLERY.

A community member in Bangladesh village sharing his view during a community outreach.
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A security personel addresing participants at a police café in Soweto area in Malindi sub-county.
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A facilitator sharing the survey outcome of Junda water score card project during the interface meeting.
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Kwacha Afrika joined other partner organiztion in commemoration World Water Day and there after delivered a
memorundum to the Ministry of Water,Environment and Natural resources.
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Kwacha Thespians performing one of their verses during a peace initiative forum outreach at Tononoka ward in
methodist hall.
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